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ABSTRACT
Recommendation algorithms (RAs) have been pointed out as one
of the major culprits of misinformation spreading in the digital
sphere.1 However, it is still unclear how these algorithms propagate
misinformation, e.g., which particular recommendation approaches
are more prone to suggest misinforming items, or which internal
parameters of the algorithms could be influencing more on their
misinformation propagation capacity. Motivated by this fact, in this
work, we present an analysis of the effect of some of the most pop-
ular recommendation algorithms on the spread of misinformation
on Twitter (X). A set of guidelines on how to adapt these algorithms
is provided based on such analysis and a comprehensive review of
the research literature.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online misinformation2 is a high-dimensional socio-technical prob-
lem with multiple influencing factors, including: (i) the ways in
which information is constructed and presented [18, 71], (ii) the
users’ personality, values, emotions and susceptibility [37, 67] as
well as the presence of bots and malicious accounts [23, 61], (iii) the
architectural characteristics of the digital platforms where such
information is propagated (i.e., the structure of the social networks,
constraints on the type of messages and sharing permissions, etc.)

1Please note that amplifying, spreading and propagating are indistinctly used in this
paper to refer to the amplifying effect that recommendation algorithms may have on
misinformation when recommending or suggesting items to users.
2In this paper we use the term misinformation to refer to misleading information,
hoaxes, conspiracy theories, hyper-partisan content, click-bate headlines, pseudo-
science and false news.
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[4], and (iv) the algorithms that power the recommendation of
information within those platforms [22].

Recommendation algorithms (RAs) have been criticised for pro-
viding recommendationswithout taking into account their potential
negative consequences or ethical implications [19]. These criticisms
include filtering the information observed by users, who may be
placed into filter bubbles where the only content they access is the
type of content they like, generated by people with similar opin-
ions [48, 65]. This comes as a consequence of the fact that RAs are
part of the so-called feedback loop, i.e., systems that aim to reinforce
a cycle that attempts to optimise user retention and interactions.

Additionally, these algorithms tend to rely on engagement sig-
nals for the recommendation of information (such as user prefer-
ences on topics, social connections between users, and the related-
ness between the topics in social networks [75]), and are therefore
affected by popularity and homogeneity biases [7, 34]. In this con-
text, filter bubbles and biases may limit the exposure of users to
diverse points of view [52] and reduce the quality of the informa-
tion the users access [16], potentially making them vulnerable to
misinformation. E.g., YouTube has been criticised for amplifying
videos that are divisive and conspiratorial.3

Despite these criticisms, there is an important gap in the research
literature when it comes to understanding the impact that RAs
have on the spread of false and misleading information [22, 31].
Some works have studied the effect that RAs may have on the
creation of filter bubbles [6, 8, 48], and others have created models
to understand the effect that common popularity biases in RAs may
have on the quality of items consumed by users [16]. However, a
more in-depth investigation is needed to better understand which
of these algorithms are more prone or susceptible of spreading
misinformation, under which circumstances, and how the internal
functioning of such algorithms could be modified or adapted to
counter their misinformation recommendation behaviour. This is a
very complex issue, and previous attempts have resulted in harmful
effects. E.g., Twitter (X) modified its RA to recommend popular
tweets into the feeds of people who did not subscribe to the accounts
that posted those tweets. This change, which provides popular
opposing views, was heavily criticised for amplifying inflammatory
political rhetoric and misinformation.4

Misinformation is thus a problem with a high number of di-
mensions that interrelate to one another [72, 77], affecting what
RAs learn and how they behave. For this reason, adapting RAs

3Fiction is outperforming reality’: how YouTube’s algorithm distorts truth https://www.
theguardian.com/technology/2018/feb/02/how-youtubes-algorithm-distorts-truth
4How Twitter’s algorithm is amplifying extreme political rhetoric https://edition.cnn.
com/2019/03/22/tech/twitter-algorithm-political-rhetoric/index.html
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to counter their misinformation spreading behaviour requires an
in-depth understanding not only of the internal mechanisms of
such algorithms, but also of the data they manipulate, the users
they serve, and the platforms they operate in.

Starting from this position, this paper investigates the effect of
some of the most popular RAs on the spread of misinformation.
A set of guidelines on how to adapt these algorithms is provided
based on the performed analysis and a deep review of the research
literature. In our investigation, a dataset is created and released
to the scientific community to stimulate discussions on the future
design and development of RAs to counter misinformation.5

Our contributions can be summarised as:
• An analysis of previous work studying (i) the dimensions
of the misinformation ecosystem that may affect the perfor-
mance, results, and biases of RAs, (ii) the role of RAs on the
amplification of misinformation, and (iii) effective strategies
to counter misinformation and correct misperceptions.
• The creation of a dataset containing Twitter (X) user profiles,
items, ratings, and misinformation labels that enables study-
ing the effect of RAs on the amplification of misinformation.
• An analysis of different state-of-the-art RAs frequently used
in industry and academia (including collaborative filtering
techniques like nearest neighbours and matrix factorisation)
on the amplification of misinformation, by means of three
evaluation metrics proposed to account for such amplifica-
tion: misinformation count, ratio difference, and Gini.
• A set of guidelines on how to modify and adapt RAs based
on the conducted analysis as well as on the review of the
research literature.

We note that the focus of this work is on recommendation algo-
rithms and not on recommender systems. The latter include other
aspects aside from the algorithm (e.g., user interface) that are not
considered in our study. The remainder of the paper is structured
as follows. Section 2 discusses related work on the field. Section 3
describes the dataset that we have generated for experimentation
and that we are making available to the research community. Sec-
tion 4 presents the different RAs that have been assessed, as well
as the metrics and methods used to assess them. Sections 5 and 6
present our results and recommendations on how to adapt RAs to
palliate the misinformation amplification effect. Discussions and
conclusions are presented in Section 7.

2 RELATEDWORK
Misinformation is a multifaceted (human, sociological, and tech-
nological) problem, and it has been the focus of investigation in
several research fields including social sciences, journalism, com-
puter science, psychology, and education. In this section, we aim to
provide a summary of the literature based on four dimensions of
the misinformation problem related with the design and building
of RAs: content, users, platform characteristics, and algorithms. We
complement this analysis with a summary of some of the strategies
that have been found effective in correcting misperceptions.

Although our contributions are more in line with those works
that have attempted to understand the impact of algorithms on
the spread of misinformation, a multidimensional review of the
5https://github.com/abellogin/RecSysMisInfo

literature considering other dimensions like content, users, and
platforms is needed for the design of comprehensive RAs adapta-
tion guidelines (see Section Adaptation Guidelines). We note that
ours does not aim to be an exhaustive literature review on misinfor-
mation. For a comprehensive overview of the problem, the reader
is referred to the following recent survey [2].

2.1 Misinformation Dimensions
2.1.1 Content. Content is an important factor of the misinfor-
mation problem, and also a key aspect to consider in the design,
evaluation, and adaptation of RAs. Items to be recommended can
be present in various forms (as news articles, research papers, blog
entries, and social media posts) and discuss a wide range of top-
ics, such as health and elections, to name a few. These items are
not only textual, but sometimes include information in different
formats, like images or videos. Moreover, combinations of these
formats are frequently used to propagate misinformation (e.g., a
news title linked with an image from a different place, or from
a different time). The framing of misinforming items also varies
between false news, rumours, conspiracy theories, and misleading
content [71]. Other relevant elements about content are their emo-
tional tone, their origin (news outlets, social contacts, public figures,
etc.) as well as the time when they are posted. Note that recency is
particularly relevant to the recommendation of news items.

Works in the literature have attempted to understand the char-
acteristic of such content, and to develop algorithms that could
automatically detect it. E.g., [12, 13, 28] studied information cred-
ibility on Twitter mainly based on content features, and created
supervised machine learning classifiers to detect credibility. Their
studies concluded that credible tweets tend to include more URLs,
and are longer than non-credible tweets. Question and exclamation
marks tend to concentrate on non-credible tweets, frequently using
first and third-person pronouns. [55] also studied content features
for misinformation detection. They concluded that lexical and Part
of Speech (POS) patterns are key for correctly identifying rumours.
Hashtags can result in high precision but lead to low recall. [29]
showed how messages in news with negative sentiment became
more viral. In terms of topics, [67] showed how false political news
have a more pronounce cascading effect than false news about
terrorism, natural disasters, science, or financial information.

Initiatives by the journalism research field have also attempted to
identify key features of misinforming content. Credibility Coalition
published an article in 2018 [76] listing credibility indicators for
news articles. These include content indicators, such as the use of
clickbait titles, or the use of emotionally charged tone, and context
indicators, such as the representation of sources cited in the article.

These studies have derived on the creation of tools that attempt
to identify misinforming content automatically. Examples include:
TweetCred,6 ClaimBuster,7 or the Global Disinformation Index.8
These tools rely on the characterisation of misleading content, and
on manually compiled lists of misleading articles and websites.

6https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/tweetcred/
fbokljinlogeihdnkikeeneiankdgikg?hl=en
7https://idir.uta.edu/claimbuster/
8https://www.disinformationindex.org/

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/tweetcred/fbokljinlogeihdnkikeeneiankdgikg?hl=en
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/tweetcred/fbokljinlogeihdnkikeeneiankdgikg?hl=en
https://idir.uta.edu/claimbuster/
https://www.disinformationindex.org/
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Media literacy projects9 and games (e.g., Fakey,10 Go Viral11) have
also emerged to teach users how to identify misleading content.

2.1.2 Users. Users are a key dimension of the misinformation prob-
lem, and a core aspect of the functioning of RAs. Researchers have
therefore studied the effect of different motivations [15], person-
alities [79], values [54], emotions [67], and knowledge and literacy
[47], on the acceptance misinformation, as well as the susceptibility
of users to spread misinformation [58] and to interact with ma-
licious actors [69]. For example, extroverts and individuals with
high cooperativeness and high reward dependence are found more
prone to share misinformation [15]. Psychology also shows that
individuals with higher anxiety levels are more likely to spread
misinformation [33]. The attention that users pay also plays an
important role. Information overload and limited attention seem to
contribute to the spread of misinformation [56].

Malicious actors, such as bots and sock puppets accounts, also
appear within the information ecosystem. Social bots play a dispro-
portionate role in spreading articles from low credibility sources.
They also target users with many followers through replies and
mentions, manipulating them to reshare misinformation [23, 61].
Users are also sometimes hired to support and propagate arguments
or claims simulating grassroots social movements [41]. This phe-
nomenon is known as crowdturfing. A prominent example is the
campaign uncovered by The Washington Post, which was enlisting
teens to spam a pro-Trump agenda for the 2020 US elections.12

As with content detectors, tools exist to identify malicious ac-
tors within social networks. Examples include Botometer,13 which
checks the activity of a Twitter account, and gives a score indicat-
ing how likely it is for the account to be a bot, and BotSlayer,14
which supports stakeholders to discover coordinated campaigns in
Twitter. Other tools like misinfo.me [44] encourage users to self-
reflect by providing them with an assessment of how they have
been interacting with misinforming content and accounts.

2.1.3 Platforms and Social Networks. Platforms are designed dif-
ferently and, therefore, facilitate the spread of misinformation in
different ways. Content limitations (e.g., maximum length for posts),
ability to share information and select the subsets of users with
whom such information is shared (sharing permissions), the ability
to vote (e.g., Reddit) or to express emotions for content (e.g. Face-
book), are important aspects of platform design that may shape the
content, the way information spreads, and the social network struc-
ture. The typology and topology of the social network are indeed
key factors of misinformation dynamics [21] and also important in
the design of RAs. Note that RAs take into consideration not only
similarity between items but also between users, as well as social
connections, when generating recommendations.

Multiple works have focused on understanding how misinfor-
mation flows across different social networks. [61] analysed the
spread of 400K articles on Twitter for ten months in 2016 and

9https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/news/winners-european-media-literacy-
awards
10https://fakey.iuni.iu.edu/
11https://www.cam.ac.uk/stories/goviral
12https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/turning-point-teens-disinformation-
trump/2020/09/15/c84091ae-f20a-11ea-b796-2dd09962649c_story.html
13https://botometer.osome.iu.edu/
14https://osome.iu.edu/tools/botslayer/

2017. They concluded that low-credibility sources spread through
original posts and reposting, while few are shared in replies (i.e.,
the spreading patterns of low-credibility content are less conver-
sational). They also observed that some accounts in the network
acted as “super-spreaders” posting a low credibility article hundreds
or even thousands of times, suggesting that the spread is ampli-
fied through automated means. [67] analysed a dataset of rumour
cascades on Twitter and concluded that false news diffused signifi-
cantly farther, faster, deeper and more broadly than the true ones.
When looking at the structure of user connections, [66] focused on
recommending friends from outside the echo chamber and tested
their approach on Twitter data. Their approach showed an increase
in the diversity and novelty of recommendations.

Automatic tools like Hoaxy,15 and the Fact-checking Observa-
tory16 have also emerged to help monitoring the spread of misin-
formation, particularly on Twitter (X).

2.1.4 Algorithms. The full details of the algorithms that social
networking sites have developed to personalise and recommend
information to users are not known to the public. Their primary
goal is, however, to increase user engagement and time spent on
the platform, as a way of maximising revenue from ads shown.
Economic interest behind advertising ecosystems, and their effect
on misinformation, have been at the core of recent studies [63].

Critics of the RAs behind social networks [52] have emphasised
that users do not decide what they see, but are exposed only to
the information that those algorithms select for them, introducing
users in so-called filter bubbles. Since RAs are designed to provide
us with information that we like, based on our past interactions,
and on people who are similar to us, we risk ending up in bubbles
where we only receive information that is pleasant, familiar and
confirms our beliefs. We may not see the diverse set of opinions
and information potentially available in the network. Additionally,
since past interests determine what we are exposed to in the future,
this may be leaving less room for the unexpected encounters that
spark creativity, innovation, and the democratic exchange of ideas.
Furthermore, users may not even be aware of this information
filtering process. A 2015 study conducted with 40 Facebook users
indicated that 62% of those users were entirely unaware of any
curation, believing instead that every single story from their friends
and followed pages appeared in their news feed [20].

RAs are known to suffer from popularity bias (i.e., the algorithm
promotes information that is trending on the platform [7, 34]). In
addition to the potential effect of item popularity, the information
that users consume in social networks is also influenced by two
other types of biases: (i) social biases (information that users are
exposed to mainly comes from friends or accounts they follow) and
(ii) cognitive biases, particularly confirmation bias (users are more
likely to consume information that agrees with their own beliefs).

Works have reported empirical studies and network simulations
to understand whether filter bubbles do indeed exist in social media
and whether these are the effect of RAs. In a 2015 study, Nikolov
and colleagues [48] confirmed the presence of social bubbles on
Twitter. They showed that collectively, people access information
from a significantly narrower spectrum of sources through Twitter

15https://hoaxy.iuni.iu.edu/
16https://fcobservatory.org/about/
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compared to a search baseline. A similar study [6] showed how
Facebook’s three filters (the social network, the algorithm, and a
user’s own content selection) decrease exposure to ideologically
challenging news. The article concludes that the composition of the
users’ social network is the most important factor affecting the mix
of content encountered on social media with individual choice also
playing a large role. The news feed (i.e., the algorithm effect) has
a smaller impact on the diversity of information according to this
study. A 2020 study confirms this effect claiming that, under the
presence of homophily (i.e., users preferring interactions with indi-
viduals that are similar to them), echo chambers and fragmentation
are system-immanent phenomena [8]. The effect of algorithmic
popularity bias on the quality of information that users consume
has also been investigated. Ciampaglia and colleagues [16] con-
cluded that popularity bias hinders average quality when users
are capable of exploring many items, as well as when they only
consider very few top items due to scarce attention.

These works have aimed at understanding the effect that RAs
may have on the creation of filter bubbles [6, 8, 48], as well as the
effect that common popularity biases may have on the quality of
items consumed by users [16]. The studies show how filter bubbles
and popularity biases may make users more vulnerable to misin-
formation by reducing the diversity and quality of the information
they are exposed to. Our work aims to advance the state of the art
by analysing how different RAs may influence the amplification of
misinformation, and under which conditions. We do not account here
for social or cognitive biases, just algorithmic effects. We hypothesise
that, by better understanding these algorithms, and how they behave
under the presence of misinformation, we can propose more informed
adaptations to counteract the effect of false and misleading content.

2.2 Strategies to Correct Misperceptions
Adaptations of RAs can be broadly focused on: (i) reducing the
number of misinforming items they recommend and, (ii) adapting
them to recommend information that could potentially help correct
misperceptions. Understanding successful and unsuccessful strate-
gies to counter misperceptions is therefore key to proposing more
informed adaptations of RAs.

Presenting people with corrective information is likely to fail in
changing their salient beliefs and opinions, or may, even, reinforce
them [25, 50]. Human beings strive for internal psychological con-
sistency. We tend to favour information that confirms and supports
our previous beliefs and values (confirmation bias). Inconsistency,
on the other hand, tends to become psychologically uncomfortable
(cognitive dissonance) and we tend to reject it [24]. Recent works
explored the development of RS to present users with corrective
information based on their reading history [70], however, the effec-
tiveness of the proposed recommendations on users has not been
evaluated.

Nevertheless, some strategies have been found to be effective in
correctingmisperceptions [40], such as exposing users to related but
disconfirming stories [9], or revealing the demographic similarity
of the opposing group [25]. In the context of health misinformation,
[68] argue that “observational correction” is an accurate strategy
for changing misconceptions. i.e., those who witness a correction
on social media, but are not directly engaged with the misinforma-
tion item, are less affected by cognitive dissonance, and thus more

amenable to correction. Vraga and Bode also suggested: (i) citing
highly credible factual information with links to expert sources, (ii)
offering a coherent alternative explanation for the misinformation,
(iii) using multiple corrections to reinforce the message, and (iv)
trying to correct misinformation early, before misperceptions are
entrenched. In the context of more polarised topics, such as political
misinformation, it is however unclear whether corrections work,
or even worsen the problem for users who are unwilling to revise
their beliefs [35, 50]. We have considered these suggestions when
proposing adaptations to RAs (see Section Adaptation Guidelines).
3 DATASET CREATION
Generating datasets that enable studying how different RAs amplify
misinformation constitutes a significant challenge. These datasets
should contain information about users, items, ratings (i.e., user-
item interactions) and labels about which of those items are mis-
information. An illustration of these components is presented in
Figure 1. We consider explicit user interactions, such as posting or
sharing data, as ratings.

Existing datasets in the literature either: (i) provide a set of
labelledmisinforming items (e.g., datasets generated by fact-checker
organisations) – without providing information about users or
user-item interactions (ratings) or, (ii) provide social media data
collections (e.g., Twitter datasets, which contain information about
users and items) but they either do not provide labels about which
of those items are misinformation, or do not provide comprehensive
information about user-item interactions (ratings). See the Media
Futures project for examples of such datasets.17

In some cases, a handful of interactions per user are provided
(e.g., the COAID18) or the Fakenewsnet [62]19 datasets. However,
the timelines (user-interactions) of these users are not collected
and analysed to investigate additional interactions of the same
users with other misinforming items. A recent work (June 2023)
[59] claimed the generation of a dataset containing all necessary
components for the development of trust-based RS for fake news
mitigation. However, to the best of our knowledge, this dataset has
not been made publicly available. We also do not consider datasets
with automatically generated labelled data [42, 43], but focus on
those manually labelled, preferable by fact-checkers.

Our dataset creation process involved selecting Twitter (X) due
to its API accessibility for collecting user, item, and rating data at
the time of generating this dataset in November 2020. Note that in
March 2023, Twitter (now named X) officially ended their free API
access. Misinforming claims were gathered by merging datasets
from the CoronaVirusFacts Alliance 20, Misinfo.me [44], Covid-19
two myths [42], and CMU-MisCov19 [43], considering tweet IDs,
URLs, and text for matching. A list of 39,525 false claims was ob-
tained, represented by sets of URLs, texts, and tweet IDs. Items were
defined as pieces of information (news), and tweets sharing the
same information were considered the same item. Users and their
ratings were collected by identifying users who posted or retweeted
these items, resulting in a dataset of 2,921 users, 1,014,004 items,
and 1,116,658 interactions. Sparsity reduction measures included

17https://mediafutureseu.github.io/datasets.html
18https://github.com/cuilimeng/CoAID
19https://github.com/KaiDMML/FakeNewsNet
20https://www.poynter.org/ifcn-covid-19-misinformation/
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Figure 1: User-ratings indicate which items the user has in-
teracted with (i.e., posted or shared). A user profile contains
1 for item 𝑖𝑥 if the user has interacted with the item and 0
otherwise. The grey colour in the matrix (items 𝑖2 and 𝑖4)
indicate that such items are misinformation.

Algorithm 1: Ratio-based user profile generator
Function generate user u, ratio r

neg← { i ∈ u: i is misinformative } ;
// Negative claims

neu← u \ neg ; // Neutral claims

desNeg← r · |u | ; // Desired negative ratio

desNeu← (1 - r) · |u | ; // Desired neutral ratio

while (desNeg > |neg |) OR (desNeu > |neu |) do
if desNeg > |neg | ; // Downsampling negative

then
desNeg← desNeg - 1;

end
if desNeu > |neu | ; // Downsampling neutral

then
desNeu← desNeu - 1;

end
newTotal← desNeg + desNeu;
desNeg← r · newTotal;
desNeu← (1 - r) · newTotal;

end
userProfile(u)← sample(neg, desNeg) ∪ sample(neu, desNeu);

end

limiting items to English and selecting those with URLs. The fi-
nal dataset was compiled to facilitate research on misinformation
detection and contains comprehensive user-item interactions.

4 EVALUATION SETUP
In this section, we describe how we have exploited the dataset de-
scribed in the previous section to simulate possible scenarios under
different proportions of misinformative items in the system and/or
shared by each user (Section User Profiles). Besides, we describe
the evaluated recommendation algorithms (Section Recommenda-
tion Algorithms), and explain how we propose to account for the
presence of misinformation in the recommendations (Section Eval-
uation Metrics).

Table 1: Statistics from the obtained datasets according to the
methodology presented in Section 4.1.Density accounts for
the number of cells with information in the user-itemmatrix,
that is, 𝑅/(𝑈 · 𝐼 ), considering 𝑅 the number of interactions
and𝑈 and 𝐼 the number of users and items.

Ratio Users Items Interactions Density (%)

∅ 2,921 1,014,004 1,116,658 0.038
0.2 2,919 28,378 33,065 0.040
0.5 2,921 5,761 10,084 0.060
0.8 1,999 914 3,909 0.214

Table 2: Parameters of evaluated recommendation algo-
rithms. Values in bold denote the typical parameterisation
that will be referenced later. For MF, 𝑘 denotes the number of
factors, 𝜆 controls the overfitting, and 𝑛 is the number of iter-
ations. For UB and IB, 𝑘 denotes the number of neighbours,
𝑠𝑖𝑚 is the similarity, and 𝑞 is the exponent of similarity value.

Rec Parameters

MF 𝑘 = {20, 50, 100}, 𝜆 = {0.1, 0.01}, 𝑛={20, 100}
IB 𝑘 = {10, 50, 100}, sim = {jac, cos, pearson}, 𝑞={1, 2, 3}
UB 𝑘 = {10, 50, 100}, sim = {jac, cos, pearson}, 𝑞={1, 2, 3}

4.1 User Profiles
The first step when collecting information to build the dataset was
to identify users who originally shared (i.e., tweeted) claims that
were explicitly labelled as misinformative items. It is important to
highlight that due to the limited amount of tweets identified by
fact-checkers, the generated dataset may not be fully representa-
tive of the misinformation status within the social network [26].
Note that all users have between 1 and 15 ratings associated with
misinformative items. To have some control over the amount of
information exploited by the algorithms, we included the follow-
ing constraints. First, we imposed a ratio 𝑟 that every user should
satisfy regarding the amount of misinformative vs. neutral (either
non-informative or unknown) items; for instance, 𝑟 = 0.5 means
that every user should have as many misinformative as neutral
items. Second, we allowed sub-sampling to match the desired level
of misinformation ratio, both in terms of misinformative or neutral
items. An algorithm to achieve this is presented in Algorithm 1,
where its main idea is to obtain the maximum number of either
types of items that satisfy a given ratio.

Finally, to control against the base scenario where no constraints
are imposed, we considered the special value 𝑟 = ∅ as the situa-
tion where no filter is applied, that is, all the users in the dataset
are transformed into user profiles and considered for training the
recommendation algorithms. In the experiments, we tested three
values of ratio 𝑟 that may fit a wide range of real-world situations
available in actual social networks: a conservative 𝑟 = 0.2 (all users
share more neutral than misinformative items), an unbiased 𝑟 = 0.5,
and an extreme 𝑟 = 0.8. Table 1 shows statistics about the gener-
ated datasets according to these ratios. We note the especially low
density values, in particular compared against standard datasets in
recommendation, whose density ranges between 4 and 6% [30]. We
leave as future work to experiment with users of different ratios
co-existing in the same simulation of the system.
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4.2 Recommendation Algorithms
In this work we study how different families of algorithms may
amplify misinformation under different initial constraints. For this,
we focus on the most common algorithmic techniques to produce
recommendations, namely collaborative filtering approaches [39].

These techniques have the main advantage that do not depend
on user or item metadata or attributes, since they only require the
user-item interactions to model the user preferences and, based on
that, to produce suggestions. Because of this, they are widely used in
several domains, ranging from movie or music recommendation to
the travel domain [5, 60, 78]. However, they arewell-known to suffer
from popularity bias, or the rich gets richer effect [7, 34]. Therefore,
they are good candidates to analyse if popularity bias translates into
a potential misinformation spreading, or under which conditions
this is more likely to occur. To properly understand this behaviour,
we selected three classical methods that are widely used in both
academia and industry:

• A matrix factorisation algorithm (MF) [32] that uses
Alternate Least Squares in its minimisation formula. This
method learns latent factors for users and items, and tries to
reconstruct the original user-item interaction matrix by min-
imising the distance between the original and reconstructed
matrices.
• A nearest neighbour algorithm based on users (UB),
which exploits similar-minded users from the commu-
nity21 to produce the recommendations [49]. We use a non-
normalised version as follows since it has shown better rank-
ing performance [3]:

𝑠 (𝑢, 𝑖) =
∑︁

𝑣∈𝑁 (𝑢;𝑘 )
𝑠 (𝑣, 𝑖)𝑤 (𝑢, 𝑣)𝑞 (1)

𝑁 (𝑢;𝑘) denotes the 𝑘 closest users (neighbours) in terms of
similarity to user 𝑢,𝑤 (𝑢, 𝑣) is a similarity function, and 𝑞 is
a weight to emphasise the value of such similarity.
• A nearest neighbour algorithm based on items (IB),
which, similarly to UB, generates recommendations accord-
ing to a neighbourhood, but in this case by exploiting similar
items to those previously interacted by the user [49]. We
also use a non-normalised version.

Besides, we also included a random (Rnd) and a most-popular
(Pop) baselines that provide non-personalised recommendations
while controlling biases in the data: whereas Rnd will produce
completely unbiased suggestions, Pop will be guided purely by the
items with more interactions.

Since there is no training-test split in our experiments, we cannot
optimise any accuracy metric to select the hyperparameters. To
overcome this limitation, we experimented with some typical pa-
rameterisations of these approaches, together with other variations,
all of them presented in Table 2.

21We note that the term neighbourhood is used as in classical recommendation, to
denote users selected according to the similarity, and it has no relation with the
structure of the Twitter (X) network.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics
We propose the following three evaluation metrics that measure
how many misinformative items are present in the recommenda-
tion lists provided by the RAs, either in an absolute way (count),
compared against the user prior distribution (ratio difference), and
from a global perspective (Gini):

• Misinformation Count (MC) measures how many of the
recommended items to a user are misinformation. Its value
is normalised by a cutoff, which corresponds to the ranking
size, so that comparable measurements could be produced
at different sizes. The higher the MC value, the more misin-
formation included in the recommendations; its range is in
[0, 1].
• Misinformation Ratio Difference (MRD) computes how
much the ratio of misinformation has changed in a user basis
with respect to what is observed in training. In particular, we
calculate the ratio of misinformation in training for each user
(let us call it𝑚𝑢

𝑡 ), and compare it with the observed ratio of
misinformation in the recommendation list (𝑚𝑢

𝑟 ). This metric
is the average of the differences𝑚𝑢

𝑡 −𝑚𝑢
𝑟 . Hence, the larger

the MRD value in absolute terms, the higher the change with
respect to training, whereas its sign indicates the direction
of such change: a positive value one would show that the
ratio is larger in training. The range of this metric is [−1, 1].
• Misinformation Gini (MG) measures the dispersion over
a distribution, as it is done to account for diversity in rec-
ommendation [11]. We compute the distribution over the
misinformative items by considering the number of times
each item was recommended, and add another item that rep-
resents the rest of the items in the collection, i.e., the neutral
or informative ones. In this way, when the distribution is uni-
form (all the misinformative items have been recommended
a similar number of times), MGwould produce a higher value
than when the above distribution is highly skewed. Note that,
in contrast to the other two metrics, this one is not computed
in a user basis, but for the entire set of recommendations. Its
range is [0, 1].

5 RESULTS
In this section, we report and discuss the results of the evaluation
metrics presented in Section 4.3 on different scenarios where the
ratio of misinformation has been configured as explained in Sec-
tion 4.1. First, in Section 5.1, we explore the effect onmisinformation
spread of the most common instantiations of the analysed recom-
mendation algorithms; then, in Section 5.2, we perform a sensitivity
analysis on the effect of the parameters of such algorithms for mis-
information spreading. Some limitations of these experiments are
discussed in Section 7, after guidelines for adaptation are proposed
in Section 6.

5.1 Misinformation Spread of RAs
Table 3 shows our proposed misinformation evaluation metrics
(count, ratio difference, and Gini) when testing different configu-
rations of the misinformation ratio to create the user profiles. For
these experiments, we tested the RAs presented in Section 4.2 using
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Table 3: Misinformation metrics for the typical configurations of CF RAs at different ratios of misinformation present in the
user profiles. MC, MG, and MRD denote count, Gini, and ratio difference of misinformation, see Section Evaluation Metrics.

Ratio Rec MC@5 MC@10 MC@20 MRD@5 MRD@10 MRD@20 MG@5 MG@10 MG@20
∅ Rnd 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.031 0.031 0.031 0.000 0.000 0.000
∅ Pop 0.000 0.002 0.098 0.032 0.030 -0.065 0.000 0.000 0.000
∅ MF 0.053 0.040 0.032 -0.021 -0.007 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.001
∅ IB 0.018 0.013 0.008 0.014 0.020 0.024 0.000 0.000 0.000
∅ UB 0.068 0.054 0.044 -0.036 -0.022 -0.012 0.006 0.006 0.006

0.2 Rnd 0.027 0.026 0.026 0.109 0.110 0.110 0.009 0.012 0.016
0.2 Pop 1.000 1.000 1.000 -0.864 -0.864 -0.864 0.006 0.012 0.026
0.2 MF 0.995 0.984 0.919 -0.859 -0.848 -0.783 0.189 0.222 0.237
0.2 IB 0.091 0.063 0.047 0.049 0.077 0.093 0.005 0.004 0.005
0.2 UB 0.327 0.213 0.131 -0.188 -0.073 0.009 0.054 0.041 0.028
0.5 Rnd 0.133 0.131 0.131 0.367 0.369 0.369 0.088 0.098 0.106
0.5 Pop 1.000 1.000 1.000 -0.500 -0.500 -0.500 0.006 0.012 0.026
0.5 MF 1.000 0.998 0.970 -0.500 -0.498 -0.470 0.203 0.246 0.266
0.5 IB 0.132 0.112 0.100 0.368 0.387 0.396 0.012 0.017 0.027
0.5 UB 0.340 0.235 0.217 0.160 0.264 0.279 0.059 0.051 0.064
0.8 Rnd 0.759 0.757 0.755 0.226 0.228 0.230 0.599 0.631 0.650
0.8 Pop 1.000 1.000 1.000 -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 0.006 0.012 0.026
0.8 MF 1.000 0.995 0.969 -0.015 -0.010 0.016 0.221 0.265 0.300
0.8 IB 0.667 0.627 0.515 0.252 0.194 0.154 0.280 0.348 0.375
0.8 UB 0.897 0.766 0.586 0.022 0.054 0.082 0.286 0.334 0.356

their most typical configuration of parameters (as shown in Table 2),
which have demonstrated to be very effective on different domains.

Our first observation is that, except when ratio is ∅ (that is, when
no control on the amount of misinformation interacted by the users
is imposed), the popularity-based Pop algorithm is themost effective
method in spreadingmisinformation, both in terms ofMC (where all
the items presented to the user are labelled as misinformative) and
MRD (where the method produces the most negative differences
with respect to the misinformation ratio in training, meaning that
it increases such ratio for all users consistently). The reason for
this might be obvious: once we force all users to have at least 20%
of their items to be misinformative, it is more likely that the most
popular items in the system are, at the same time, misinformative.

Interestingly, these results evidence that our simulations with
a positive misinformation ratio produce situations where a small
number of misinformative items get popular very quickly. This is
indeed quite realistic, as it often occurs in social media where fake
news or other dubious pieces of information are spread rapidly.
However, and according to our results, such spread can be slowed
down with an appropriate use of recommendation algorithms, as
we shall see next.

Besides the random Rnd recommender, which usually includes
the lowest number of misinformative items in its suggestions due
to its complete disregard of the interactions between users and
items, we observe that the methods based on neighbours (UB and
IB) spread less misinformation. We should note that the Rnd rec-
ommender is actually reflecting the distribution of the population,
hence, in these cases,most of the items are not misinformative, which
is true by design except when 𝑟 = 0.8. The methods based on neigh-
bours, which are expected to produce more relevant personalised
recommendations than the Rnd recommender, are able to keep
the spread of misinformation between 10 and 30%, as long as the

original ratio of misinformation in the user profiles is not too high,
that is, for 𝑟 = 0.2, 0.5. This is in contrast with the Pop and the
MF recommenders. The latter algorithm basically follows the Pop
method, in the sense that in those configurations where the ratio is
positive, it produces results very close to those obtained for Pop.
This can be attributed to a strong popularity bias evidenced by
this and other algorithms in the area, a well-studied problem by
the community [34]: in general, good results are obtained when
producing popular but slightly personal results for each user, even
though the utility of such recommendations is very limited, and
hence, a tradeoff between novel, diverse, and popular items is de-
manded by the users [11]. In this work, we can add another negative
consequence of this behaviour: a larger presence of misinformative
items in the recommendations.

Moreover, by analysing the misinformation Gini metric, we can
better understand the differences between these two approaches.
Recall that MG measures how uniform the distribution of misinfor-
mative items is, from a global perspective. Hence, since MF obtains
higher values than Pop, these results show that Pop is always rec-
ommending the same (limited) set of the misinformative items. MF,
in contrast, recommends a wider range of items, even though most
of them turn out to also be misinformative. In this sense, we could
infer that the spread of misinformation is different for these algo-
rithms: Pop is very aggressive on suggesting the same items over
and over again, as if it was a bot or a viral account in the system;
on the other hand, MF distributes more evenly the misinformative
items across the population, hence spreading out a larger number
of distinct misinformative items.

Most of these observations dramatically change when there are
no constraints on the misinformation ratio. In our Table 3, when
ratio is ∅ we observe that the popularity-based recommender does
not longer spread misinformative items in the same way. This is
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attributed to the items being less common among the entire popula-
tion and, hence, not popular enough to be recommended. However,
MF and, surprisingly, UB seem to be very effective in recommend-
ing a significantly large number of misinformative items (especially,
if we compare against the random recommender) also in this sit-
uation. Our initial conclusion, hence, is that the MF algorithm,
independently of the starting scenario, will increase the presence of
misinformative items due to its recommendations, which is exacer-
bated in the long term if we consider recommendation algorithms
as part of the feedback loop. Neighbour-based methods, and in par-
ticular, IB seem to be safer in this respect, since they tend to control
the spread under some reasonable limits. In the next section, we
continue our analysis exploring how sensitive the recommenders
are to spreading misinformation when different values of their
model parameters are used.
5.2 Effect of Recommendation Parameters
Table 4 shows a complementary analysis of the results presented
before, but only for the metric MC@10, as it is the easiest to in-
terpret. In this table, we aggregate the performance obtained by
the RAs focusing on the amount of information exploited by each
algorithm. This translates into the number of factors for MF and
number of neighbours for UB and IB. A row where High appears
in the Info column aggregates the values of all the recommenders
of the same type whose number of factors or neighbours are above
some predefined threshold. In particular, for this analysis and con-
sidering the parameters shown in Table 2, we consider 100 factors
or neighbours as High, 50 factors or neighbours as Med, and 20
factors or 10 neighbours as Low.

We observe that under controlled conditions (i.e., a positive mis-
information ratio), the number of factors or neighbours do not have
a strong effect in changing the spread of misinformation for MF
or IB. For UB, in contrast, a low number of neighbours drastically
reduces the number of misinformative items being recommended.
This observation might be linked to the previous discussion on pop-
ularity bias: as investigated in the Recommender Systems area [10],
UB with large neighbourhoods tends to be closer to popularity, in
this case, a lower value allows recommending less popular items
which, in the controlled conditions, are more likely to not be misin-
formative (by design, as discussed in the previous section).

This effect, interestingly, is also observed when no constraints
on misinformation ratios are imposed. Therefore, we conclude that
a low number of neighbours in UB could be helpful in stopping
the spread of misinformative items under all the conditions we
have tested. Additionally, we also observe in Table 4 that a lower
number of factors in MF limits the number of misinformative items
recommended. This behaviour, however, is inconsistent in the rest
of the simulated conditions, where a low number of factors ensures
that almost all the recommended items will be misinformative.

Table 5 shows a summary of results similar to that of Table 4,
but considering other parameters of the algorithms. In this case, for
MF we analyse the number of iterations (High is used for 100, Low
for 20) and for UB and IB the similarity weight 𝑞 to determine how
much each neighbour influences the final prediction.22 From the
results, similarly to the analysis shown in Table 4, we observe that

22As noted in [3], a higher value of 𝑞 will make smaller similarities drop to 0, while
higher ones will be (relatively) emphasised.

Table 4: Misinformation count measured at cutoff 10 aggre-
gating the results according to the amount of information
used by each algorithm: number of factors in MF and neigh-
bours in IB and UB.

Rec Info ∅ 0.2 0.5 0.8

MF High 0.077 0.907 0.953 0.959
MF Med 0.062 0.988 0.999 0.995
MF Low 0.015 0.997 1.000 1.000
IB High 0.016 0.121 0.213 0.668
IB Med 0.016 0.122 0.211 0.667
IB Low 0.017 0.136 0.213 0.662
UB High 0.057 0.242 0.272 0.772
UB Med 0.055 0.213 0.235 0.766
UB Low 0.038 0.048 0.072 0.469

Table 5: Misinformation count measured at cutoff 10 aggre-
gating the results according to the additional information
exploited by each algorithm: number of iterations in MF and
similarity weight 𝑞 in IB and UB.

Rec Info ∅ 0.2 0.5 0.8

MF High 0.077 0.997 1.000 1.000
MF Low 0.074 0.997 1.000 1.000
IB q=1 0.016 0.136 0.213 0.668
IB q=2 0.017 0.136 0.213 0.665
IB q=3 0.017 0.136 0.213 0.664
UB q=1 0.057 0.242 0.272 0.772
UB q=2 0.042 0.098 0.123 0.764
UB q=3 0.037 0.052 0.088 0.761

neither MF nor IB seem to be affected by the above parameters in
their abilities to increase the spread of misinformation. However, a
large 𝑞 in UB consistently reduces the amount of misinformative
items recommended by this algorithm.

6 ADAPTATION GUIDELINES
In this section, we propose a series of adaptation guidelines for
RAs based on our analysis, as well as on the review of the research
literature. Inspired by the field of context-based RAs [1], we argue
that RAs can be adapted at three different points: (i) pre recommen-
dation, (ii) within the model, and (iii) post recommendation.

If we want to palliate the misinformation amplification effect of
RAs, we need to reduce the popularity effect. This can be achieved
by selecting RAs based on neighbours (like UB and IB), and by
reducing the number of neighbours used within the models. The
more neighbours the RA uses, the more it resembles popularity.
Our recommendation for adaptation is consequently to reduce
the number of neighbours. E.g., one could think about RAs that
cluster the users’ social contacts in different subgroups according
to similarity (where the first cluster contains the most similar social
contacts, and the last cluster the more dissimilar contacts). The
algorithm could then recommend a ratio of items from each of those
clusters. That will mean that (i) we will be reducing the popularity
effect on one hand, since the neighbourhoods are smaller, and (ii)
we could be introducing some diversity in the recommendations
provided (since we could even recommend some items from the
user’s most dissimilar social contacts, taking into consideration not
introducing a large cognitive dissonance).

Tools that allow for the detection of malicious actors (bots, sock-
puppets) could also help us to adapt RAs by doing pre or post
adaptations. E.g., one may use tools like Botometer to discard all
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user accounts that resemble bots, or that frequently spread misin-
formation, and do not take into account any of their content for
recommendations. On the other hand, the adaptation could be done
a posteriori, by re-ranking recommended items based on the “relia-
bility” of the account fromwhere those posts originated. This relates
to the notion of trust in RAs, although in a slightly different manner,
since trust is normally considered among two users [51], while here
we are referring to the reliability of accounts. The same could be
thought about content. Content that ranks low on credibility could
be either discarded (pre-adaptation) or re-ranked (post-adaptation).
These elements could also be addressed at the model level, incorpo-
rating scores of reliability and credibility of users and content as
part of the user and item profiles. This would enable more sensible
adaptations, like diluting the weights of potentially misinforming
users and items over cycles of recommendation.

Further adaptations could be done on the modelling of users and
items by incorporating some of the elements discussed in Sections
Content and Users. Studies have shown how personality, values,
emotions, and vulnerability of users affect their likelihood of prop-
agating misinformation. Considering these aspects when profiling
users and items, could help RAs to be more selective on their rec-
ommendations. While obtaining this information about users is
not trivial, and automatic methods are not always correct, multiple
approaches have emerged in recent years capable of estimating
users’ personalities, values, and emotions based on previous social
media interactions [14, 57]

When thinking about adaptation of RAs it is also important
to consider those strategies that have been proven effective when
correcting misperceptions (see Section Strategies to Correct Misper-
ceptions). RAs could be adapted to promote corrective information
without introducing a high-degree of cognitive dissonance (e.g., by
providing corrections that are “observational” –over topics where
the user is not emotionally invested) [68] or providing corrections
from users (social connections) that are similar, revealing the simi-
larities of the opposing group [25].

7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The goal of the presented study has been to analyse the impact
of RAs on the spread of misinformation in social networks, and
particularly Twitter (X). This is a novel and exciting research area.
However, one where multiple challenges emerge.

Particularly challenging is the generation of datasets. For our
study, users have been selected based on the Coronavirus Facts Al-
liance Dataset. Although this dataset covers misinformation (identi-
fied by fact-checkers) from 74 countries, it is specific to COVID-19.
Users who do not spread COVID-19 misinformation are not cov-
ered in our data. Users in our dataset have very low numbers of
misinforming items in their timeline, which may not be entirely
representative of a social network. One may expect to see some
users spreading a lot of misinformation, while many may spread
none [26]. The creation of synthetic datasets could be a potential
solution for future work, even though real effects would need to
be measured via users studies, which opens up new challenges in
terms of privacy and ethics. Despite these limitations, our dataset
provides the research community with a unique opportunity to

Table 6: Evolution of MC@10 depending on which recom-
mender is used to present items to users. For 𝑡 = 2, we simu-
late that all users accept their top-3 recommendations, train
the recommendation algorithms again, and measure the mis-
information of the items returned by each method.

Rec. cycle HKV UB

t=0 0.200 0.200
t=1 0.984 0.213

t=2 (after UB) 0.658 0.355
t=2 (after HKV) 0.988 0.762

investigate responsible recommendations in the context of social
media misinformation.

Our study has focused on the analysis of RAs based on Collabo-
rative Filtering techniques. Analysing content-based and Hybrid
methods requires capturing RAs dealing with natural language and
its inherent subtleties (negation, sarcasm, etc.). An in-depth algo-
rithmic survey is therefore required to better understand the impact
of these techniques in the recommendation of misinformation. This
includes classical and hybrid collaborative algorithms [36] andmore
recent methods aimed at understanding the natural language by,
for instance, using Neural Networks [17, 73]. A special problem
that deserves further analysis is the situation when there are not
enough user interactions, i.e., the so-called cold-start users. While
some works have explored this for general recommendation sys-
tems [38], the impact of misinformation spread on these types of
users remains not addressed, and whether the lack of user informa-
tion from the recommendation perspective increases or decreases
the amount of misinformation presented to those users.

Our results show that it is possible to limit the inherent spread of
misinformation derived from RAs by configuring these techniques.
However, it should be emphasised that no tradeoff with respect to
the potential loss (or gain) in accuracy derived by such changes
was measured. The Recommender Systems community has shown
that several beyond-accuracy dimensions compete between each
other and against accuracy when designing the perfect user ex-
perience, and it is extremely difficult to find an algorithm that is
optimal for more than one dimension at the same time [11, 27].
Nonetheless, in this work we wanted to focus strictly on the spread
of misinformation, so we decided to isolate the problem and study
it independently.

Moreover, considering the difficulty of collecting the data for our
study, as presented in Section 3, not needing to separate the data
into training and test (for classical evaluation of the recommen-
dation algorithms) allowed us to devote more data to the purpose
of the study. We hope to conduct analyses with accuracy mea-
surements in the future by enriching our current dataset and/or
generating synthetic ones, as considered in recent studies [53, 64].
Note that accuracy and metrics that target user satisfaction, may
not be the most effective ones when aiming to reduce the impact
and spread of misinformation. Algorithms promoting a certain de-
gree of cognitive dissonance, as suggested by existing literature on
correcting misperceptions (see Section 2.2), and metrics that focus
on computing a balanced degree of user satisfaction and discomfort,
may be more suitable to assess and combat misperceptions.

It is also worth noting that the results presented so far only in-
volve one cycle in the feedback loop. Some of the results that we
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obtained, such as reducing the spread to a range of 10-30%, instead
of 90%, may not be enough if the users engage in several cycles of
receiving recommendations and interacting with them. In fact, we
have simulated another cycle of recommendation in Table 6, where
we contrast how the misinformation evolves starting from the same
data (user profiles built with a misinformation ratio of 0.2) and
running two recommenders (MF and UB) after we assume that all
users accept their top-3 recommendations, either those produced
by MF or UB. As we observe, the number of misinformative items
in the recommendations would increase steadily at each recommen-
dation cycle, although this speed is much lower for UB than for
MF. Since no parameter tuning was performed for this simulation,
the actual results after another cycle of recommendation might be
different depending on which dimension (e.g., spread or accuracy)
is optimised.

An important point to make is the need for ethical guidelines
[45]. We need to be careful when adapting existing algorithms to
ensure that we do not introduce damaging effects. E.g., algorithmic
adaptations that may reduce the recommendation of misinforma-
tion, but that tend to promote misinformation of a more harmful
nature should not be considered successful. This research requires
navigating the careful tension between privacy, security, economic
interests, censorship and cultural differences, and requires to be
addressed from multiple disciplines that can assess not only the
technological aspect, but also the individual and the social one.
As discussed, there is ample room for investigation in the pro-
posed work, opening a novel, exciting and interdisciplinary line
of research. Our initial findings have already paved the way for
advancements in the field [53]. At the same time, the ethical im-
plications that generative Artificial Intelligence may have (or is
already having), as a source of misinformation in the social media
ecosystem, may require to adapt or modify our presented frame-
work, to further explore the effect of recommendation algorithms
in such context [46, 74].
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